Moat routing is the routing of nets between the input/output pads and the core circuit. In this paper, it is proved that moat routing is NP-complete under the routing model in which there are no vertical con icts and doglegs are disallowed (i.e., every net is routed within a single track). This contrasts with the fact that channel routing is e ciently solvable under these restrictions. The paper then presents an approximation algorithm for moat routing that computes moat routing solutions that are guaranteed to use at most three times the optimal number of tracks. Empirical results are presented indicating that for a number of industrial benchmarks, the algorithm produces solutions that are near optimal and that use signi cantly fewer tracks than previous moat routing strategies.
Introduction
The nal stage in detailed routing is typically to route the connections between the input/output pads and the core circuit. The area between the core and the pads is called the moat, and this routing task is consequently called moat routing.
A moat routing instance consists of a number of nets whose pins lie on either or both of the inside perimeter of the padframe and the outside perimeter of the core circuit area. The moat between the pads and the core is divided into a number of concentric tracks, similar to a channel routing instance except that each track forms a circle rather than a line segment. A set of pads, a circuit core, and the moat between them are illustrated in Figure 1 . In this paper we assume the use of a routing model in which doglegs are not allowed, i.e., every net is routed within a single track. Furthermore, we assume that there are no vertical constraints (as Wang 13] points out, the pins on the pads are typically spaced su ciently far apart that any v ertical constraints can be eliminated). We henceforth refer to this model simply as the restricted routing model.
As in previous works 10, 13 ], we u s e a t wo-laye r m o d e l i n w h i c h the tracks lie in one layer and the radial connections between the core or pad pins and the tracks lie in the other layer.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes some concepts regarding intersection graphs and channel routing algorithms. In Section 3, it is proved that under the restricted routing model, moat routing is NP-complete (whereas the restricted routing model renders channel routing e ciently solvable). Section 4 describes a technique for determining a lower bound on the number of tracks required for a given moat routing instance. Section 5 then describes an approximation algorithm that computes a moat routing that uses at most three times the optimal number of tracks. In Section 6, empirical evidence is provided indicating that for a number of industrial benchmarks, the approximation algorithm performs well with respect to lower bounds and previous moat routing strategies. Finally, Section 7 concludes with some ongoing work.
Terminology
The graph K-colorability problem is de ned as follows: given a graph, is it possible to assign a color to each v ertex such that at most K colors are used and such that the endpoints of every edge are colored di erently?
An interval graph is a graph in which the vertices correspond to intervals on a line and in which there is an edge between every pair of vertices whose intervals intersect 1 . Under the restricted routing model, the channel routing problem corresponds directly to the problem of coloring an interval graph. Each i n terval corresponds to a net, and its endpoints are the minimum and maximum x coordinates of the pins in the net (assuming without loss of generality t h a t the channel is horizontal). A K-coloring of this interval graph corresponds directly to a channel routing solution using K tracks, and vice versa. Each color corresponds to a track, and since no pair of intervals of the same color intersect, all intervals of like color can be routed within a single track. The K-coloring problem can be e ciently solved in an interval graph, and thus a channel routing solution that is optimal within the restricted routing model can be e ciently computed.
One classic algorithm that does so is the left-edge algorithm of Hashimoto and Stevens 8] . The left-edge algorithm proceeds as follows: sort the intervals according to the x coordinates of their left endpoints. Then process the nets in this sorted order, inserting intervals into tracks in a greedy fashion: each interval is inserted into the rst track i n w h i c h it ts, or if it ts in none of the current tracks, then it is inserted into a new track.
The density of a channel routing instance is the maximum number of intervals that intersect any v ertical line, i.e., the size of a maximum clique in the corresponding interval graph. Clearly the density o f a n i n s t a n c e i s a l o wer bound on the number of tracks required to route the instance. In fact, interval graphs are perfect graphs, meaning that the maximum clique size is equal to the minimum number of colors required to color the graph. Thus, the optimal number of tracks is precisely equal to the density, and the left-edge algorithm computes an optimal channel routing solution under the restricted routing model.
A circular arc g r aph is similar to an interval graph except that the vertices correspond to arcs on a circle rather than intervals on a line. Unlike i n terval graphs, circular arc graphs are not perfect, meaning that the minimum number of colors required to color a circular arc graph is not necessarily equal to its density (though density is still clearly a lower bound). One might suspect that moat routing is analogous to coloring a circular arc graph in the same manner that channel routing is analogous to coloring an interval graph. In the next section, we prove that a moat routing algorithm can indeed be used to solve the K-colorability problem in a circular arc graph. Unfortunately, since circular arc graph coloring is NP-complete 5], this reduction implies that moat routing under the restricted routing model is NP-complete as well. This contrasts with the fact that channel routing is e ciently solvable.
Computational Complexity
In this section, we p r o ve that a moat routing algorithm can be used to solve t h e K-coloring problem in a circular arc graph. Since coloring a circular arc graph is NP-complete 5] and there is a polynomial-time reduction from circular arc graph coloring to moat routing, the moat routing problem is NP-complete as well.
Theorem 1 Moat routing is NP-complete under the restricted r outing model.
Proof. Inclusion in NP is obvious. NP-completeness is shown by a reduction from circular arc graph coloring.
An instance of the coloring problem for circular arc graphs is a circular arc graph G a n d a n i n teger K. The question is whether G can be colored using K or fewer colors.
Assume without loss of generality that the endpoints of the arcs that comprise G are all distinct 7] . Sort the endpoints of the n arcs in clockwise order, and call them p 1 p 2 : : : p 2n . W e n o w build a moat routing instance that mirrors the structure of G.
All pins in the moat routing instance lie on the perimeter of the core. They are arranged in 2n groups, each o f w h i c h c o n tains at most n pins. The groups are arranged around the core perimeter in the same order as the corresponding points on the circle. Let t ij denote the j th pin in the i th group of pins. A net R j is built for each a r c a j = ( p L p R ) i n G, in which the pins are t ij for all p L i p R (index arithmetic is performed modulo 2n, i.e., a < b is understood to imply that a is counterclockwise of b). This construction is illustrated in Figure 2 .
We claim that a K-track moat routing solution to the construction described above exists if and only if G is colorable using K colors.
()) If G is colorable using K colors, then a K-track solution exists for the moat routing instance c onstructed as described a b ove. For each set of arcs given the same color, route the corresponding nets within a single track clockwise from p L to p R . Such a routing is valid since no two a r c s with the same color intersect. (() If a K-track solution exists for the moat routing instance c onstructed as described a b ove, then G is colorable using K colors. The routing for each net is an entire track m i n us the section between two adjacent p i n s . If the missing section lies between pins t ij and t i+1 j such t h a t p L t ij < t i+1 j p R , then the net must intersect the routing of every other net, and thus it is routed within its own distinct track. Thus, any net whose routing does not correspond to the circular arc from which i t w as constructed can be rerouted so that it does correspond to its circular arc without increasing the number of colors required. Therefore, we can transform any K-track moat routing solution into a K-track solution in which the routing of each net corresponds directly with the circular arc from which i t w as constructed. Each arc is then given a color corresponding to the track i n w h i c h its corresponding net is routed, and the resulting coloring is a valid K-coloring of G.
This transformation is performed in O(n 2 ) time. Since the circular arc graph coloring problem is NP-complete 5] and is reducible in polynomial time to the moat routing problem, the moat routing problem is NP-complete. 2 
Lower bounds
Due to the circular nature of the moat, many ideas from the channel routing literature cannot be applied directly. In a (horizontal) channel, a routing algorithm must assign a track t o e a c h net, but the horizontal span of the routing is determined by the instance, i.e. there is only one possible horizontal span for each n e t . F or moat routing, the circular moat creates a possibility o f many di erent routing paths, independent of the assignment of nets to tracks. Speci cally, a net with m pins can be routed in m di erent w ays within the same track, each corresponding to a complete track with the span between two adjacent p i n s r e m o ved.
Since nets in a moat routing instance can be routed in multiple ways, the notion of density as it applies to channel routing cannot be directly generalized to moat routing. However, we d e r i v e a slightly di erent l o wer bound by considering pairs of points around the moat. Consider a pair of lines, each of which extends from the core circuit area perpendicular to its border. Each such pair separates the moat into two c hannels.
Find a pair of such lines such that the numb e r o f n e t s w i t h p i n s i n b o t h channels is maximum. W e s a y that these nets are cut by the pair of lines, and denote the maximum number of cut nets as N. E v ery routing of a cut net must intersect at least one of the lines, so the minimum number of tracks required for the moat routing is at least dN=2e.
An Approximation Algorithm
Further exploration of the ideas in the previous section leads to an approximation algorithm for the moat routing problem. (This is a modi ed version of the algorithm presented by the authors in 4].) As in Section 4, nd a pair of lines that cuts a maximum number of nets. These lines divide the moat into a pair of channels call them the left and right channels. If a net has pins in both of these channels, then we s a y i t i s cut otherwise it is uncut.
Choose an arbitrary cut, and let N denote the set of cut nets. Now r o u t e e v ery uncut net within the channel that contains its pins (using, for example, the left-edge algorithm 8]), and route the cut nets arbitrarily. L e t k denote the number of tracks in an optimal moat routing, and let X be the set of uncut nets for which the optimal routing is not within the cut channel that contains its pins. The moat width incurred by the uncut nets is thus at most k + jXj, and obviously the moat width incurred by the cut nets is at most jNj.
Fo r a l o wer bound, note that every net in X, since it is not routed within its cut channel, must cross both lines in the cut in an optimal moat routing, and thus contributes 1 to the lower bound. Each net in N must cross at least one of the lines in the cut, and thus the nets in N contribute djNj=2e to the lower bound.
Using these upper and lower bounds, we determine that the worst-case ratio of the moat width produced by this approximation algorithm to the optimal moat width is k + jXj + jNj
That is, this approximation algorithm produces a solution whose moat width is at most 3 times optimal.
If there are n nets, then this algorithm requires O(n log n) time.
Though an arbitrary routing of the cut nets is su cient to satisfy the approximation bound, in practice one would like to compute a good routing. We t u r n once again to circular arc graphs to devise an e ective heuristic for routing the cut nets. . Since all intervals in a net with 3 or more pins are pairwise intersecting, the MIS cannot contain more than one arc from a net R i unless jR i j = 2 . I f i t c o n tains both arcs from a net R i with jR i j = 2 , then the size of the MIS is 2. In this case, if the arc endpoints are sorted, then an MIS that does not contain two arcs from the same net can be found in O(n) time. This is dominated by the general case, so an MIS that does not contain 2 arcs from the same net is computed in O(m log m) time.
Once the MIS has been computed, route each net for which there is an arc in the MIS according to that arc. Remove all arcs that were constructed from nets thus routed, and repeat the process until no arcs remain. We call this heuristic the iterated maximum independent set (IMIS) heuristic. Since sorting requires O(m log m) time, each pass requires O(m) time, and at most O(n) passes are performed, the IMIS heuristic runs in O(m log m + nm) time.
In order to better use the space among the uncut nets, we h a ve implemented the algorithm as follows: G contains at least one arc for every net. For a cut net, G contains the arcs corresponding to every possible routing path, as described above. For an uncut net, G contains only the single arc corresponding to its routing within the left or right c hannel.
Using the IMIS heuristic to route the nets in the approximation algorithm increases the time complexity of the approximation algorithm to O(n log n + m log m + nm) = O(m log m + nm).
Experimental Results
We h a ve implemented our approximation algorithm in order to compare its performance in practice with the lower bounds described in Section 4 and with the performance of previous moat routing strategies.
For the latter comparison, we implemented an algorithm using a strategy similar to that of Wang 13] . The main idea in Wang's algorithm is to choose the shortest routing path for each net, and then to assign these routing paths to tracks using the left-edge algorithm.
The circuits we use are the SIGDA standard-cell benchmark suite 11]. The moat routing instances are determined by performing placement and global routing using TimberWolf version 6:0 1 2 ] .
The results of these tests are summarized in Table 1 . As these results indicate, the approximation algorithm produces moat routing solutions that are nearly optimal and that in most cases use substantially fewer tracks than the left-edge strategy. In fact, for these benchmarks, the approximation algorithm produces solutions that use an average of 6:5% fewer tracks than the left-edge algorithm.
The improved moat routing solutions computed by our approximation algo- 3 Statistics are for the moat routing instance, not the entire circuit.
rithm come at the expense of a slight increase in running time compared to the left-edge algorithm. However, the algorithm is still quite fast, especially relative to the time required for the entire placement and routing process. Figure 3 shows a moat routing of the benchmark instance primary2, computed using our approximation algorithm. Fig. 3 . A moat routing of the benchmark primary2, computed by the approximation algorithm. For illustrative purposes, the width of the moat is exaggerated relative to the size of the circuit core.
Current W ork
Though we h a ve s h o wn that our approximation algorithm quickly produces near-optimal solutions for a number of industrial benchmarks, we are currently working on several modi cations to improve its e ectiveness further.
We h a ve u s e d t h e t wo-layer restricted routing model in which doglegs are disallowed, i.e. every net is routed in one track. Further reductions in track usage may result from allowing doglegs and supporting routing models with more than two l a yers.
An instance is pad bound if the moat routing can be accomplished within the smallest possible padframe. Otherwise, the instance is core b ound. These two types of instance are illustrated in Figure 4 . High-quality moat routing of pad-bound instances is often less important t h a n for core-bound instances, since the moat width is determined by the size of the padframe rather than by the moat routing itself. However, often an instance is pad-bound in one direction but not in the other (for example, the primary2 instance is pad-bound horizontally but not vertically, as can be seen in Figure 3) . In such instances, more nets should be routed in the portions of the moat whose width is determined by the padframe, so that fewer nets need be routed in the portions that are not pad-bound, thus reducing the total circuit area.
More generally, w e are working on modifying our algorithm to allow the use of an uneven number of tracks on the four sides of the moat.
Finally, w e are examining special cases of the moat routing problem. Of particular interest is the special case in which e v ery net contains two pins. We h a ve been unable to modify the NP-completeness proof of Section 3 to cover this case, and we are working toward either doing so or devising a polynomial-time algorithm for moat routing of two-pin nets. We note that a similar problem, minimum-congestion routing in a cycle, is polynomial-time solvable for twopin nets 1] but NP-complete for nets with more than two pins 4].
